Targeting immunoglobulin E in non-atopic asthma: crossing the red line?
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Use of omalizumab in severe non-atopic asthma: some positive data, but more research is needed
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Asthma is a heterogeneous disease on a clinical as well as a mechanistic level. A major molecular mechanism of asthma is considered to be driven by type 2 T-helper cells (Th2) and eosinophilic airway inflammation in both atopic and non-atopic asthma [1]. Over recent years, however, extensive research has revealed that Th2-low subtypes are also common, particularly in severe asthma [2–4]. These non-Th2 asthma endotype patients may not respond adequately to usual treatment, including glucocorticosteroids and novel targeted biologics such as anti-immunoglobulin E (IgE) and anti-interleukin 5 (IL-5), and there is an urgent need for further research and therapeutic options in this group of asthmatics [5].

In this issue of the European Respiratory Journal, PILLAI et al. [6] present results from a small study examining the effects of anti-IgE treatment in severe non-atopic asthma. In this proof-of-concept study, omalizumab therapy reduces IgE expression and IgE sensitisation of target cells within the bronchial mucosa while exerting a favourable effect on lung function in the short term, as assessed by changes in forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1). The authors conclude that omalizumab treatment may be beneficial in severe non-atopic asthma.

Researchers have been looking into mechanisms of non-atopic asthma and its relation to Th2-type cytokines, namely IL-4 and IL-5, for quite some time and there is a hypothesis that perhaps locally in the bronchi non-atopic asthma may in fact be linked with atopic mechanisms [7–9]. Airway eosinophilia has been a distinctive feature of asthma since the late 1800s, when Paul Ehrlich used eosin and demonstrated the presence of eosinophils in Charcot-Leyden crystals and in Curschmann’s spirals. But it is over the past 30 years that the role of the eosinophil and the relationship with T-helper cell function in asthma has been established. This has been driven by major advances in immunology, molecular biology and imaging techniques, which enabled the characterisation of T-helper cells, the discovery and characterisation of cytokines and chemokines, and has also been driven by the work of many dedicated researchers worldwide. The discovery of IgE represented another major breakthrough in allergy and asthma research. Allergic airway inflammation is primarily a Th2-weighted process; however, there is heterogeneity in patterns of inflammation and endotypic distinctions that influence disease presentation and treatment effects.

Aspects of the complex link between IgE and asthma have been clarified by basic research and studies of the effect of anti-IgE biotherapy [10]. Today, the role of anti-IgE treatment with omalizumab is well established in allergic asthma with numerous clinical studies and meta-analyses demonstrating its clinical efficacy [11, 12]. The concept of omalizumab treatment in non-atopic asthma is a new provocative idea and initially some case reports and data from severe asthma registries gave food for thought and discussion [13, 14]. The study by PILLAI et al. [6] provides an insight into the possible anti-inflammatory
effects of omalizumab in non-atopic asthma. These data are in agreement with a recent proof-of-concept clinical trial by Garcia et al. [15] examining the clinical effects of omalizumab in non-atopic asthmatics; they demonstrated an improvement in FEV1 and a trend towards improvement in clinical effectiveness and asthma exacerbation rate.

So, should we change the way we think and the way we treat our patients? In order for the guidelines to change, the evidence has to be based on large randomised controlled trials and the results of these trials should not be conflicting [16]. Let us look at the evidence regarding omalizumab therapy in non-atopic asthma at the moment: the vast majority of omalizumab studies have been performed in atopic asthma and the omalizumab label clearly indicates that this agent is approved for severe allergic asthmatics. Despite the fact that there are many similarities between atopic and non-atopic asthma, there is also substantial evidence from both research into severe asthma mechanisms as well as clinical studies that some asthma endotypes are non-Th2 [17].

Th2-low asthma is not as rare as was previously thought, especially among severe asthmatics. In the Belgian severe asthma registry, eosinophilic asthma was the predominant phenotype (55%), but neutrophilic and paucigranulocytic asthma accounted for 22% and 17%, respectively [18]. Moreover, low Th2 asthma, especially neutrophilic asthma, was associated with more severe disease, reduced pulmonary function and poor asthma control [19, 20]. The mechanisms that drive Th2-low asthmatic inflammation are still not well characterised, but inherent airway smooth muscle abnormalities, and IL-8 and/or IL-17 mediated inflammatory processes have been proposed as possible pathways [21]. Moreover, Th2-low asthma is often associated with different harmful stimuli such as certain occupational exposures, smoking and viral infections, while atopy and IgE seem to play a minor role [17, 21]. However, to add confusion to our thoughts, atopic asthma is not always Th2 high. In some cases, atopic asthma may also be Th2 low. The effectiveness of omalizumab in Th2-low atopic asthma has been questioned by the results of the study by Hanania et al. [22], evaluating treatment effects of omalizumab in relation to exhaled nitric oxide fraction, blood eosinophils and serum peristin levels in a post hoc analysis of a large cohort of patients. The difference in exacerbation rate between omalizumab and placebo was less pronounced in atopic patients with low levels of Th2 biomarkers. So, in the face of possibly reduced efficacy of anti-IgE treatment in atopic asthmatics in the absence of Th2 biomarkers, there can obviously be doubts about its effectiveness in non-atopic asthma. However, exploring the effects of omalizumab in Th2-high non-atopic asthma in larger studies may be worth pursuing.

To conclude, there is now evidence suggesting that asthma pathways are usually Th2 driven and involve eosinophils, but there are also a substantial number of patients who have non-Th2 driven disease or patients who may alternate between Th2-high and Th2-low inflammation [23]. Therefore, it is important to review each patient meticulously and regularly and provide personalised and targeted treatment. Studies, such as the one performed by Pillai et al. [6], demonstrate that unexpected effects may be shown by medications used outside of their specified recommendations. This is important for research; however, it is not acceptable in clinical practice, unless further evidence is provided by large conclusive studies. In the case of using omalizumab to treat non-atopic severe asthma, the evidence is not yet conclusive and clinical practice and recommendations will not be changed, at least not at the present time. In the era of personalised and targeted medicine, it is important to fully characterise our patients and prescribe treatment that aims at treating the particular patient. It is also important to follow guidelines and to consider the cost, taking into account the cost of medication, and the burden of the disease to the patient and to society both in terms of quality of life, absenteeism, future risk and disability.
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